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This th«*i8 Is d«voted to a study of tha after care serricee offered
by the Social Serrice Departoent of drady Bospital to children eho were
hospitalized there for iheumatlc heart dleorders.
The study of rheumatic fever and heart disorders is a comparativsly
new one* Material concerning it has been coBQ>iled by the IMited States
Childrens Bnrean, The Department of Labor, Washington, D.C. This thesis
has been developed with the aid of that material and data found in the
Social Service Department of the Grady Hospital, Atlanta, Georgia*
Rhemnatic fever is recognized as one of the serious crippling
diseases to children. Care of the child after release from the hospital
is of greatest significance in offsetting the heart damage that usually
restilts from the disease* A study of after care services is therefore
timely and shotild have some significance in the whole area of child wex-
fare.
The author wishes to e:q>ress her i^reciation to the administration
of the Grady Hospital for making their material on rhetssatie fever and
heart disorders available to her. She desires to give special thanks to
Hiss Ilan^ Johnston, Head of the Social Work Department there for the time
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A STUDY or THE AITIH CARE SERVICES GIVEN TO
CHILDREN WHO WERE HOSPITALIZED IN GRADY HOSPITAL,
ATLANTA, GEORGIA FOR RHEOUATIC HEART DISEASE
DURING THE YEARS I9I1O-I9U3
INTRODUCTION
RHEUMATIC HEART DEFINED
Rhvonatic heart Is a condition in which the heart hectMnes scarred
and inflamed as a result of rheumatic fever. The child dies as a result
of the infected heart and not rheumatic fever*^
Rheumatic fever is a chronic, recurrent disease which usually he~
£;ins in childhood* The years seven euid eight are the most common ones
for the onset of the disease, however, the first attack may occur at any
time during childhood. Reurely does the disease occur during infancy*
Sometimes the first attack mi^t come in adult life.
The exact cause of the disease is not known. Katherine Lenroot calls
it "A desire of poverty*"^ One writer says that persons who are e^^sed
to cold and wet are more liable to suffer from the rheumatic manifestai-
U
tions of heart disease than other people* It has been discovered that
Betty Ease. M.D.. "Rheumatic Fever in Children". The Child. May
I9U3, p.159.
Ibid, p.158*
See article on Katherine Lenroot la the Kansas City Call 12-15-Mh,
p*3*
. Edmond C, Colbeck. Disease of the Heart fLondon: Metheus A Co..
1901) p.170* *
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rheumatic fever attacks children who live in unfevorsble environments.
Damp and crowded housing, improper and inadequate food, lack of proper
clothing, insufficient rest and inferior medical care cause a child to be
susceptible to the disease.^
The early symptoms of rheumatic fever ere loss of appetite, failure
to gain weight, rapid pulse, and vague fleeting pains in the muscles and
joints. The severity of the symptoms vary, and a child may have a high
fever and swollen joints. The disease usually continues for several
months after the symptoms have subsided. Children who have had one attack
may or frequently develop another after an intervaJ. of months or years.
Each attack leaves its scar upon the heart with increased cardiac
crippling.
Rhematic fever kills more school age children in the United States
7
than any other disease. In 1941 rheumatic fever caused nearly ?.,000
deaths in children between the ages of five and fourteen. It caused about
1,500 more deaths in the age group fifteen to nineteen. For this reason
it is important that medical services, hospital care, convalescent care
and follow up care be provided for children needing such services.
5
Some facts about Rheumatic Fever. U. S. Department of Labor Children's




Huse, op. cit.. D. 160.
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Purpose
The Sociel Service Department of the Henry Grady Hospital in Atlanta,
Georgia has realized the importance of adequate after care service in
caring for children suffering from rheumatic heart disorders. The purpose
of this thesis is to study the extent of after care given to Negro and
White children by the Social Service Department of Grady Hospital.
Method of Securing Data
Data was secured from the medical records of these children hospita¬
lized at Grady Hospital for rheumatic fever end the records from the
Social Service Department.
Scope
The study is confined to the service given to 54 children after dis¬
charge from the hospital. It does not include the services given while
they were hospitalized. The thesis is limited because of the paucity of
material in the records studied. This is not a statistical study, the
material presented relates only to those cases studied.
Through the use of home visits comparisons could have been made be¬
tween the present condition of those children vdio had received after care
and the present condition of those children who had not been given after
care. The findings of such a study would have aided in determining the
extent to which the services given had been beneficial or non-beneficial.
No home visits were made because the author desired to give a true
u
picture of the woxlc done by the department. A true plctore would have to
include work giwen to the Negro and White children. It wotild have been
iapoeeible for the writer, a Negro, to visit white homes in a southern
commonity.
The limitations of this study should encourage farther studies. A
study of the care given to the children while hospitalised mi^t be made.
It is possible that there are more children in Atlanta suffering from
rheumatic fever during this period than were known to Grady Hospital. This
suggests a study showing how rheumatic heart victims may be located. A
study including home visits would show the effectiveness of after care
services in regstrd to the child's development, the ability of parents or
parent substitutes to carry out instructions, and the resources or their
lack in regard to specific needs.
CHAPTER 1
PLACE 07 MEDICAL SOCIAL WORKER IR CARE
07 CHILD WITH RHEUMATIC HEART DISEASE
Since Jajitiar7 I9M0 several agencies have inangnrated programs for the
care of children with rhettmatic fever and heart disease in their progrim
for crippled children. The program is usually limited to an area in the
state where services and facilities are available and adequate to provide
a high quality of care. A state plan le approved by the federal govern¬
ment and federal fonds are given only when services considered essential
for the treatment of these children are provided. Rheumatic fever programs
q
are now in operation in 13 states; The program of care for children
crippled by rhensiatic fever is particularly significant because of the
variety and complexity of services that must be coordinated if the needs
of the child suffering from this disease are to be met effectively.
ihe state of Georgia, however, does not include children suffering
from rheumatic heart disorders in its program for crippled children. Her
children have to depend upon whatever community resources are available for
aid in combating this disease.
Role of Medical Social Worloer
in Combating Rhetuatlc 7ever
In idiat way does the social service department of a hospital aid as
a community resource in combating rheumatic heart disordersT A brief his-
Edith Baker, "Education of Crippled Children", Social Woric Tear Book
(N.T.t Roasel Sage Foundation, I9U3) p.l73*
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tory of medical eoclal work and Ita porposee will make its part in such
a plan ewident. Medical social woxk is a specialized branch of social
work fonctioning In relation to the practice of medicine. It came into
existence about 190^ idien social workers were added to the staff of
Uassachusetts General Hospital in Boston, because of the growing convic¬
tion that adefoate medical care must take into account the social problems
coxmected with illness. It has already been pointed out that rheumatic
fever is a disease of poverty; from that statement alone it can be sur¬
mised that social problems must arise in dealing with these children. The
medical social worker may not only have contact with the patient in ad¬
mission, but may be celled tqpon at the time of discharge when financial
adjustments are to be made or when the hospital has an after care program.^
The Social Service Department of Grady Hospital began in 1939 with
two workers; one for Negro patients and one for white patients, A brief
period followed when there was Just one worker, and she served only idilte
patients. During that time no work was done for Negroes, This situation
was remedied when the city hired a regular worker under W.P.A. for the
colored patient. The workers hired uxuler W.P.A. were not professional
social workers. Later two other woxkers were hired, one through ff.P.A.
and the other throu^ The Whitehead Pund. There was a director. The
result was that there were four workers, two for Negro patients, two for
white patients, and a director. This set Txp was shattered by the wlth-
9* H. L, Witmer, Social Work (N.Y.t Ihrrar and Rinehart, pp,
»»23-57.
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drmal of the W«F.A« foade In 19U3» At the present time there are two
workers for the Hegro patients who are retained tmder The Whitehead Fund.
There are also Awo workers for the idiite patients and a director.
This history has an important hearing i^on the study. It can he
seen that there was a period dtiring the time covered hy this study when
there was no worker for Negro patients at Orady Hospital. The records re¬
vealed that needed and valuable work which had been started hy the previous
worker could not he continued. Some of the records stated that the case
had to he closed because the worker was leaving. Another deduction mi^t
he made from ^e fact titiat the W,P.A. workers were not professionally
trained. Patients with rheumatic heart disorders require intensive and ex¬
pert supervision and guidance. Better results are gained from trained
workers. fOr a hospital as large as drady idilch has as its patients only
indigent persons, four social workers are not enoui^. However, the hospi¬
tal recognises its lack of woikers and their lack of training, hut in the
present emergeiicy it has to use what it can get.
It was reported that there has been a steady growth through the years
in cooperation from other welfare agencies. However, there is still a
great deal more to he desired in this area.^^
Statement hy Nancy Johnson, Director of Social Service Department,
Orady Hospital, Atlanta, Ga., Personal interview, Jan. 11, 19Mh.
CHAPTSR ZX
APTSB CABX FOR CHILDRM WITH BHEOEAflC HEAIKF CONDITIONS
Determining the Heed for After Care
Since one attach of rhetnatic ferer renders the child more 8nc^>*
tible to repeated attacks of the disease what efforts can he made to pre*
went further attacks? The disease is a treacherous one in whi^ the in¬
fection is still there long after the s^iqptoms hare subsided. In most
cases shen the child leares the hospital after an acute attack he is by
no means entirely well, but in many instances because of the hi^ cost of
hospitalisation and the shortage of bed space the child has to leawe.^
For these reasons it is imperatiwe that every precaution be taken to guard
against further attacks and a program of adequate after care be administered
by responsible agencies in the conaranity.
How are we to determine who will need the after care seryices? Rheuma¬
tic fewer requires long expensive medical and convalescent care whi^ would
be a severe drain on a fairly well to do family. It is quite beyond the
reach of the marginal and sutonarginal groiq>. In these two groups the
2
highest number of cases of illness occur. Because of this fact alone most
Ethel Cohen, "Social Planning for Children With Rheumatic Heart
DisesMe, "The Child (Washington. D.C. U.S. Departmmit of Labbr, Childrmi's
Burean, Jan. 19^1),' p.l64.
Betty Euse, M.D, Op. cit* P.159«
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of the children infected need the after care senricee of some agency.
Hot only Blast the economic status of the family he considered hat
the intellectual lerel of the parents mast be taken into consideration.
Are the parents intellectually able to understand the doctors recommendai*
tions for the child? Zf they are able to understand them, are they
wootionally able to hare the child under their si^ervision daring the
child* s period of conralescence?
Adequate After Care
After care includes provisions for medical care, for convalesiag,
opportunities for education, recreation, rehatilitation, Job counseling
and education of the parent as to the needs of the sick child during con¬
valescence.
On leavlzig the hospital the child will need long periods of rest in
bed. He needs bed care xintil all clinical and laboratory evidence of in¬
fection has disappeared. This complete bed rest means that the child is
not allowed to leave his bed for the bathroom or the dining room. Bed
rest is one of the most difficult aspects of care. There must be enou^
space for the child. He should have a bed to himself. An untidy, crowded*
improverished h<M&e is not the place for a child with a iheumatic heart
disorder to convalemse. Bffective supervision in such a case is a neces-
X
sity.'^ Someone cepable of tending to the child's needs must be there et
all times.
Handicapped Child. White House Conference on Child Health and
Protection, (H.Y,: Century Conpany 1953)* p.SUS.
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The home situation must be conducive to healthy living. The sanitary
facilities such as sewerage, toilet and bathroom must be adequate. These
conditions must be met if the child is to remain free of other infectious
diseases.
Parents are an Important factor to be considered in an after care
program for the child. If the parent is not intellectually able to under¬
stand the doctors recommendations and the needs of the sick child the child
should not be placed in their care. If they love Johnny too much to have
him stay in bed as the doctor has advised him to do; if they fear that
with the least exertion Johnny might die of heart failure after the doctor
has advised restricted activity; if they fear any type of illness then
Johnny should not remain at home for convalescent care.^
A very high percentage of rheumatic victims are found among mal¬
nourished children. Doctors often prescribe special diets consisting of
beef, liver, eggs, milk, fresh fruits and vegetables. Medicine such as
sulphanilamide, digitalis and sulfadiazine is prescribed by the physiciaji.
The things can only be provided if the family has an income which affords
them.
Another element to be considered is time. Much time is required by
a child who is convalescing after an attack of rheumatic fever. In some
cases there are mothers who have too many children to supervise. They
can not spend an undue amount of time on one child. His meals might be
4
Betty Huse, M. D., "If 8 Child Has Heart Disease or Rheumatic Fever,"
The Child, May 1944, p. 164.
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neglected, be might not have proper toilet and there might be no one to
keep up his morale.
The need for totally or partially restricted activity makes recrea¬
tion a problem. The patient may read, play quiet games, or do light ex¬
ercises prescribed by the doctor. When all trace of the.infection has
disappeared the child must be encouraged to resume normal activity. This,
however, must be a gradual process and takes a great deal of guidance. A
child can not be expected to resume normal activity at once after all of
the attention and care that has bestowed upon him.^
Prolonged absences will retard the child's progress in school. In
struggling to remain with his class he may gain feelings of inadequacy.
He may even leave school and further restrict his limited vocational
possibilities due to the heart defect. This fact has been recognised by
the department of education in some states, and they have made provisions
for the education of crippled children. Through special classes end
schools for the handicapped, teaching services in the hospital, convales¬
cent home, foster home, and in the child's own home these children have
been Sjble to continue their education. Many rural and urban communities
lack these facilities.^
A program directed toward conserving health and giving guidance in the
type of vocational activity suitable for each child is essential. Effective
relationships have been established between the crippled children's agency
5




8Jid the Office of Vocationel Rehabilitation in most states.*^
It has been accepted that a child is usually happier in his own home
if he is loved and v/anted. However, if because of certain circumstances
the type of care outlined above cannot be obtained in the child's own
home, he should not be sent there for convalescence. There are several
possibilities which may be thought of.
Foster homes are sometimes used for the placement of a child con¬
valescing from a rheumatic heart conditions. Trying to find the type of
foster parents who are willing to accept a sick child requiring special¬
ized and constant supervision is a very difficult thing to do. Foster
home care is a heavy responsibility with v^ell children and it becomes a
most serious undertaking with sick children requiring periodic clinic
visits, guarding against recurrence of the illness, and protection against
respiratory and other infections. Not the least in this dilemna is the
jealous rivalry of over anxious parents.®
Convalescent homes are institutions where expert nursing, medical,
recreational and educational facilities ere available. The child learns
the significance of good hygiene, balanced and correct diet and direction
7
.
Edith Baker, op. cit., p. 17?.
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of onorgy into productlTo channels while at hed rest.
Taran made a study of one hundred and ten rheumatic fever rictlms who
were placed in convalescent homes and one hundred and ten riieumatic fever
victims idio were sent home or placed in foster hcmies for convalescence.
Both of these groups were followed in King's County, Tlrginia, Hospital
Clinic over a period of thirty-six months. The groxp treated in the con¬
valescent home gained three times as much weight and had only one-fourth
the evidence of upper respiratory infections. After discharge this grovip
had only one half the ntBsher of recurrences.l^
While the child is away in a hospital, foster home, or Institution
for long time care, opportunity shoxild he provided for the education of
the parents in the proper care of the child. Both the parent and the child
should he kept aware of the child's future hmsecoming. As a result the
child will not have too much difficulty in adapting himself to life in his
own home and connunity.^^
The importance of frequent periodical check ups in the clinic cannot
he over euphaslsed. These clinical visits must go on over a long period of
time. The visits are mainly for ohservation of the patient hy the doctor.
By doing this the doctor ascertains the amount of physical exertion the
Louis F. Galvin, "Preventive and Public Health Aspects of Eheumatic
fever in Children," Southern Medical Journal., Peh. 1943, p.ll6.
Ibid.
Cohen, On. cit. p.lSj.
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child 1> cattle of ondtirlng. The damaged heart is thereby protected from
ondue strain* Another porpose is to detect early signs of recnrrence of





THZ AFTSR CARE GITM BY THE SOCIAL SERYICS
DEPABmiEHT 0? GRADY HOSPITAL
In » stody concerned with the after care of children suffering fros
rheumatic ferer* it ie ii^ortant to examine certain factual material about
these children* The age range; family coiqposition as to number in the
family^ and idiether there is a sage earner; adequacy of housing; income;
and recoomendations of the doctor* cure ioq>ortaat in detennining the sex^
rice and assistance that will be needed in order that the child mif^t get
proper care after release from the hospital*
Data Found in Medical Records
Regarding Social ]bu:tors in Homes
Table 1 shows the distribution of the children studied by age* There
were 3^ children* 19 Regro and I3 white children. The greatest nuaber of
cases* 17 fell between the age groxq> six and ten years* Of this ntmber
lU were Regroes and 3 were white* The largest nuoiber of white children*
9 fell in the age group elewot and fifteen years end the largest number
of Regro children fell in the age group six and ten years* The next
largest group 10* 1 Regro and 9 white children fall within the age grotq>
eleven and fifteen years. Twenty-seven out of the 3^ studied or more than
half of the cases studied were of school age. Adequate after care would
include provisions for continuing the education of these children. Children
are very active dtiring pre-adolescence etnd adolescence* and the need for
recreational provisions for the children is apparent* Counseling for the
15
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children so that they realise the necessity of not over woricing, playing,
or exercising is also inportant.
lABLil 1




Total 3^ 19 15
to 5 H 1
5-9 17 lU 3
10 - lU 10 1 9
L.flB4 flyi»E s 0 2
Table 2 shows that out of 3^ children the marital status of the pajrents
of 20 children was not recorded. This information is most important in
determining the ability of the family to provide adequate after care for
a child convalescing from rheumatic fever. A father divorced or separated
from the mother and not contributing to the scqiport of the family would
leave a financial burden vpon the mother. Ihe problem of care of the child
i^le the mother worked is immediately presented. It is, therefore, neces*-








Total 3U 19 15
Both parents 10 4 6
Mother only 1 1 0
Father only 2 2 0
Ho Statmnent 20 12 8
Other 1 0 1
Table 3 ebowe that the incomes aTalleble to the families of the
children studied ranged from one to twenty-four dollars a week. Accord¬
ing to the arerage nomber of persons per family and the amount of income
receiTed no one had a weekly income of more than three dollars.
Vo statements were giren regarding incomes received for twelve Vegro
families and 9 white families. This information would have been useful
in planning for the after care of these children. It would have shown
whether the family was financially able to give the child the care that
was needed.
The incomes stated in this table were not verified and. therefore,
it was not possible to tell if the figures given rq>resent the total In-
ecHue of these families. Since these people were seeking free medical




IHCOMS IN DOLLARS WE13CLI ACCORDING TO NUMBER IN 7AMILT
with 3 or nioro children* Cotild the parents neglect so oany other children
to give special care to one?
for e<»ie families the amonnt of hed space was recorded* One Negro
family of four lived in a three room apcurtment. Another Negro family of
six lived in a three room apartment. Six children and two adults also
lived in a three room apartment. One idiite family of eight was found to
be living in a three room apartment* These illustrations show plainly
that the amount of room space was inadequate. Adequate convalescent care









0-2 7 5 2
3 - 5 9 6 3
6-8 5 3 2
9 or over 1 1 0
No Statement 12 4 8
Out of 34 casef 7* ^ Negroes and 3 whitee, were placed on "Bed Rest.”
Unless a statement of what is meant hy "Bed Rest” le given this statement
is of no Taluo* Five children were placed on absolute hod rest and three
on partial hod rest. The reconuendations should he specific, absolute
bed rest meanlzig not even bathroom priviledges or partial bed resti
specifying how much bed rest is necessary. Bed rest, alone, is of no
particular significance. Table 9 obows the limitations of activity pro¬
scribed by the doctor.
TABLE 3
LIMITATION OF ACTIVITY PRESCRIBED BY




Total 34 19 15
Absolute bed rest 5 5 0
Partial bed rest 3 2 1
Bed rest 7 4 3
No Statement 19 8 U
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BecoDmendatione of the Doctor at Time of Discharge
Digitalis was prescribed for eleven children. This medicine was nsed
to regulate the heart beat. It was not Itimished by the hospital. Sulfa*
dlasine and suljdianllamlde were prescribed to free the body of infection
from rheumatic fever. Sulphanilamide was the only medicine given free by
the hospital.
Special diets were also prescribed by the doctor for six cases, fhe
diets included milk, eggs, gre^ leafy v^etables, fkuit, beef and liver.
In these instances the family's economic situation should have been con¬
sidered to determine shether or not the family could afford to give the
child the required diet.
Twenty out of 3^ children were told to return to the clinic. There
was no indication that the need for transportation for these children was
detezmined.
Cases Beferred to the Social Service Department
A total of 10 out of 34 cases were referred by the physicians in charge
to the Social Service Department for after care. Five of the cases referred
were white and 3 Negroes. The most frequent referrals were for finai^
clal reasons and Inadeqtiate stqpervision. In 2 cases other Illness in the
family oaused the amther to be imable to supervise the child properly. In
one of these cases the mother was ill and in the other another child was
ill. Ihe father was out of woric in the case where the mother was ill
caxwing this family to be referred for two reasons. A I3 year old sister
of a third family was the only person to care for the child who was to be
21
■«nt home. In e foxirth case the mother was esQ>lo7ed and there nae no one
at hnne to care for the child.
In four cases the income was insufficient to care for a family and a
sick child. In one Ifegro family there were 10 children with an Income of
two dollars a wetSc, The father stated that he was unable to provide the
diet and medicine needed for the child. In another family of six the in*
come fluctuated between ten and twelve dollars a week. Reasons for re¬
ferral to the Social Service Department are shown in table 6.
TABLX 6
BHASONS JOB REFERRAL TO
SOCIAL SEE7ICE DEPARTRERT 07 GRADY HOSPIIEAL
NDUBER 07 7AUILIES
BEASORS TOTAL REGRO WHITE
Total 10 5 5
Inadequate supervision •
Both parents out of hame 3 2 1
Another agency Interested
in child 1 0 1
Planning for recreational
and educational needs for
child 1 0 1
Study of home conditions 1 0 1
Financial - including in¬
adequate convalescent
facilities at home 3 2 1
Lack of cooperation of
narents 1 1 0
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Findings of the Socisl Service Department
It has been stated that the after care given by a social work agency
would include provisions for medical care, provisions for convalescing,
opporttinlties for education, recreation, job counseling and the education
of the parents as to the needs of the child after his discharge from the
hospital. Visits were made by the Medical Social Workers to the homes of
the 10 children who were deferred to the department.
Two families had inadequate sanitary facilities. The meaning of
sanitary facilities was not given in the records. One family shared its
bathroom with another family.
For two Negro families a general view of the appearance of the home
was given. In one family the home had four rooms. The mother and father
slept in the front room. Six children slept in two beds in another room.
In the third room slept "a crazy uncle," and the fourth room was the
kitchen. Another home was pictured as being dark and dirty with large
cracks in the ceiling. The patient had a crib in a dark room with the
mother, father and baby. The room never received sunlight.
One white family lived in a three room bungalow. The family had a
kitchen and two bedrooms. The front bedroom was occupied by the mother
and father. Two large beds in the back room were occupied by the grand¬
mother and two children.
In determining the intellectual ability of the parents to carry out
the doctors recommendations the parents of one Negro bhild were classified
as of low intelligence. Both parents were Voodoo believers end refused to
23
Btga coamltment papers so that the child could go to a coaralescent home*
It was necessary to have commitment papers signed hy the parent to show
that the parents were willing to accept the child's placement and to give
the hospital full responsihllity for the care of the child while tinder Its
stqperwlslon*
One white child was already under the st^ervlslon of the Department
of Public Welfare. The Department had placed her In a foster home and
the mother cooperated la the plan*
No definite statements were glren regarding the emotional ability o f
any of the parents to carry out doctors reconmendatlons. Since two parents
were unable to face having their child placed In a convalescent home by
the Child Welfare Association It was assumed that these parents may have
been emotionally unable to meet the child's needs.
An interpretation of the children's Illness was given to all of the
families. Interpretation Included explanation of the children's Illness,
the type of care which he should receive during convalescence, and a dis¬
cussion of the family's financial ability to carry out the prescribed
reconmendatlons. As a result of the home visit referrals were made to
other social agencies.
The five agencies to idiich referrals were made are shown in table 7.
Two families were referred to the Departaent of Public Welfare. The In¬
comes of these families were supplemented by the Department as a result
of the referral. Three children were referred to the Child Welfare Associa^
tlon. These children were placed either In foster homes or convalescent
homes. The Bed Cross Kotor Corps provided transportation to clinic for
one child*
TABLH 7
AaSHCIES TO WHICH CHILDBIH WISBE BEFERBED
BY IfEDZGAL SOCm. WORKERS
HUHBER OF FAMILIES
AOSHCT TOTAL REOBO WHITE
Total 10 5 5
Department of Public
Welfare 2 1 1
Child Welfare Associa-
tion 4 2 2
Family Welfare Society 3 2 1
Parent Teachers Associa¬
tion, Red Cposs, and
Family Welfare 1 0 1
A detailed eyalnation of the foregoing data showing how well the
work was done will he giren in Chapter
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CHAPTER IV
EVALUATIQR 0? THE AETER CARE SERVICE
GIVER BT THE SOCIAL SERVICE DEPARTUEHT OF GBARI HOSPITAL
The followiitg material has been taken from the social histories
found in the medical records. This data will be used to show how many
children may hare been in need of follow vp care according to the in¬
formation in the medical records in comiiarison to the number of children
who received after care.
Children not Referred to Social Service Department
Ten children were referred by the pediatricians to the Social Service
Department at Grady Hospital. Twenty-two children received no after care
services from the Department. Of these 22, 2 were removed from the
hospital without the consent of the doctor and one died while in the
hospital. Two were undernourished: 1 family of 8 had an income of seven
dollars per weeki a family of 6 had an income of fifteen dollars a wedc.
This family lived in a three room apartment. One child of sixteen was a
member of a family of 6. This family had an income of fifteen dollars
per week and lived in a three room apartment. At discharge the doctor
prescribed for him a diet of nourishing food. He was to be followed in
the clinic twice a week for three weeks, once a week for a month and every
two weeks for a month. The records did not show whether the family was
able to famish the diet prescribed. A family of 6 lived on an income of
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fifteen dolleurs a week. The bo7 in this family was asked to return to
clinic. A family of 11 received an income of eighteen dollars per weel^
In one family of 9f the mother receired ei^t dollars a we^ from a
W.P.A. Joh. There was no father. These families should have heen re¬
ferred to Social Service Department for financial aid.
Beconmendatlons for absolute bed rest were made for 4 children. One
child was placed on partial bed rest. These children should have been
referred for follow up care by the Social Service Depar^nt to determine
whether these recommendations were carried out. In three cases Just the
statement "Bed Best" was given. There was no interpretation of whether
absolute or partial bed rest was meant.
The hospital does not furnish sulphadiazine. Two patients were
placed on sulphadiazine, but there was no information regarding the finan*
cial ability of the family to purchase the medicine.
Bo social Infomatlon was secured in 11 families. Since Grady is a
City Hospital and receives for hospitalization only indigent patients, it
might be assumed that all of the patients were living on a very low in¬
come axid for this reason may have needed after care services. However, it
was not possible to conclude whether or not these 11 children were in need
of after care services.
Evaluation of Work Done by Uedical Social Workers
to Children Deferred to the Social Service Department
The following is a discussion of the work that was done by the Social
Service Department. Ten cases have been presented as illustrations of the
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after care giren to the children hj the Social Serrlce Department of
Grady Hospital. Cases 1 to 5 Negro children, cases 6 to 10 are white
children.
Case 1
A. fire years of age was referred to social serrlce hecaose
there was no one at home to st^errise him. He was ^e youngest
of three children. His mother was tumarried, and regularly em¬
ployed. It was impractical to place the child at hone because
there would be no one to superriss him.
After the medical social worker interpreted A's. illness
to the mother, she understood that it would be impractical to
keep A. at home. Mrs. A. was willing to pay for foster home
care for A. The Social Serrice Department then referred Urs.
A. to the Child Welfare Association of Atlanta who found a
home for A. He was placed in a foster home, where the foster
mother could give him constant superwision.
Case 2
B. age sewen was referred to social serrice because of
lack of proper stperrision in the home. The medical social
worker made a home visit to determine whether or not home
conditions were suitable for B. to return to for convales¬
cence.
Social worker found that B. was living in a three room
apartment with her grandmother, idio worked and made five
dollars a week. The room rent was eleven dollars per month.
The grandmother would have to give tp her employment to catre
for the child adequately. There was no other means of in¬
come.
Worker gave the grandmother an understanding of B's.
illness. B. had been placed on absolute bed rest for two
months by the pediatrician. Sane capable person needed to
be in the home with B. at all times.
Grandmother was at first unwilling to give ^aip her Job
and preferred to leave the child with a nelf^or. Further
interpretation convinced grandmother that she should stay
at home and care for B. The grandmother needed financial
assistance. She was referred to the Family Welfare Society
who gave financial aid. Assistance was to be given as long
as B. was on complete bed rest, unless the grandmother would
get some one else in the house for full time services for B.
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There were sereral farorable adbiowled^aiiente to make concemlog the
work of the department in Case 2* The interpretation of B's, illness to
the grandmother was one* The second was the nse of Commonity resources
with B* It was the BOmily Society who gave the financial aid necessary
so that the grandmother could rmsain at home to si^errise B*
However, according to the record no recreational or educational
planning was done for B. No description of the diild's home was given to
determine Its desirability for placmaent of B. there. The grandmother's
ability to give adequate care was s^arently not determined.
Case 3
B. age ei^t was referred to Social Service Department
for financial reasons. A home visit made by the medical
social worker revealed that there were ten children in the
family in addition to the two parents. Absolute bed rest
and a special diet had been prescribed for B. by the doctor.
The father stated that he was out of work and financially
unable to provide an adequate diet for the cdilld. He was
also unable to provide the prescribed digitalis.
Other problems also confronted the family. The mother
was side and unable to care for the child. A seventy year
old aunt could be obtained, but physically she was unable
to care for B.
The case was referred to the Department of Public Wel¬
fare. Convalescent provisions were made for B. in her own
home. A housekeeper was obtained for the family during the
mother's Illness* The father was given a W.PJl. Job, pay¬
ing two dollars per week. The fmnily was also given blue
food stanps.
las the housekeeper given an explanation of B's. illness and her
needs? Where did B. sleep? What recreational and educational planning
was done for her? These questions need to be answered before adequacy
of after care services can be detenalned.
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Case 4
B, age 8 referred because the h<MBe did not hare proper
facllltiee for care of child and there wonld he no adequate
Biq>erTi8ion»
Woiicer visited home of B. and found that there were six
children, two parents and an uncle living in four rooms, Zn<-
come was fifteen dollars a we^. The mother and father slept
in the first room. In the next room the six children slept.
The Tmcle slept in the third room and the fourth room was the
kitchen.
Since the step-mother was ill, the oldest sister who was
fifteen years of age was the ozily one available for supervi¬
sion of the child. A recommendation of partial bed rest had
been made. An attempt was made to interpret B's. illness to
her sister. She was the only one Interested.
Tso provisions were made for convalescence in the child's
own hime. A couch was brought for B. to sleep on so that she
would not have to sleep in the bed with the other children.
Toys were also given for B's. recreation. B. was a very bri^t
child in the third grade.
A question may be raised as to the adequacy of care given by a fif¬
teen year old girl. The sister was school age. Was her schooling in¬
termited to care for the patient?
Case 3
J. three years of age was referred to the Social Service
Department because the doctor thought iha.t his parents lacked
the ability, both emotionally and intellectually to carry out
the recommendations of the doctor.
A visit was made by the Medical Social Worker to the home.
She found that four children and two parents were living in a
three rotHs apartment. The father earned from ten to twelve
dollars a week. The Tamlly Society gave four dollars and
bought the children clothes. The expenses were seven dollars
a month for rent and seven dollars and twenty cents for a loan.
The parents were illiterate and believed in Voodoo. Their
home was dark and dirty with large cracks in the celling. J.
had a crib in a dark room occtiied by his mother, father and
a baby.
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The case worker was unable to talk with the parents satis¬
factorily and against the wishes of both doctor and worker, J,
was taken home by his motiier. Another wlslt was made. The
mother reported that she left J. have his own way, bececuse he
was sickly. She did not carry out the doctors Instructions con¬
cerning J. beeanse she hated to cross him.
Many attempts were made by the doctor. Social Service De¬
partment, Family Society to have the parents place the child in
a convalescent home. All three e:q>lained this was the best
place for the child to regain his health. Finally the parents
signed an authorisation for J. to be placed In a convalescent
home. J. stayed In the convalescent home for seven months,
from February to September. He was constantly under the super¬
vision of the Social Service Department, Family Society and
Child Welfare Association. While he was there is^rovements
were noticed at time of his visits to the clinic.
During the time the child was placed In the convalescent
home hie parents were prepared for his return home by a worker
from drady Hospital. They were given a full understanding of
the child's needs. At the end of seven months J. was peimltted
to go home. Since the mother had become pregnant the boarding
home placement was held In case It would be needed again. J.
was under constant svpervislon of the Child Welfare Society
after his retxim home.
This Is an excellent example of how the medical social worker used
the community facilities In working out a successful plan for a sick child.
Interpretation was carried out to its fullest degree. One Important coiw
slderation is that the Medical Social Worker not only worked with the
child, but also worked with the parents while the <^lld was away so that
they might be prepared for his return.
Case 6
H.C. fotirteen years of age was referred to Social Service
Department in order that plana for his educational and recrea¬
tional needs could be worked out. H.C. was one of three child¬
ren. After H.C. had been returned home a visit was made. It
was found that both of his parents worked, he stayed with his
grandmother next door. The grandmother had little control over
H.C., whoima entirely too active, even slipping out of the house
to play when he was supposed to be in bed.
After talking with H.C. worker fotmd that he was Interested
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1& eontisaing hie ediication at home. (Qie aid of several
agencies was enlisted. Parent Teachers Association. Oe*
partoent of Public Welfare and Red Cross. Pinalljr throng
the aid of the W.PJL. office a visiting teacher under W.P.A
was found. The teacher visited the home regularly from
January until Summer. The Red Cross Motor Corps brought
H.C. to clinic regularly. The following fall a letter was
sent to the Principal of the Junior High School where H.C.
was enrolled stating that it was alright for the child to
attend school providing he took no physical exercise. It
was suggested that wood work he given the patient during
recreational periods at home and at school.
Not only was H.C.'s heart spared the strain hy finding constructive
ways to release energy, hut hie morale was maintained also. He had some*
thing worthshile to occtqpy his time each day and was ehle to enter school
with his class in S^tember. C<»amendahle work was also done in preparing
the school principal for H.C.'s return.
Case 7
M.T. nine years of age was referred to the Social Service
Departaient for a study of home conditions and interpretation
of her needs to her family.
A home visit was made. M.T. lived with her family consisting
of a mother, father, grandmother and one brother in a three
room apartment. The apartment was divided into a kitchoi and
two bed rooms. The front room was occ\:9ied by both parents
and the back room which had two beds, by grandmother and the two
children. M.T. slept with her brotdier.
The father was earning fourteen dollars a week. The
grandmother was receiving an old age pension which she turned
over to the family.
An atteept was made to interpret the need of the child
to the mother. It was e^lained that M.T. should have eggs,
milk and vegetables every day. She would need a great deal
of supervision. Althou^ she wotild not have to be in bed
the entire time, she would have to rest some each day. M.T.
needed all of the sunshine she could get and a diet of xu>urish->
ixig food. As a result of the visit M.T. slept in the grand¬
mother's bed.
The interpretation given by the worker was good, however, this case
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may have 1)6611 followed closely to see if the Income was adequate to give
U.T. the diet needed. Aere ie a question as to whether or not there was
enough space in the home, and if the arrangement of having U.T. sleep with
the grandmother was adequate.
Since U.T. was of school age plans shotdd have been worked out for
her education during the convalescence period.
Case 8
J.B. was referred to the Social Service Department be*
cause hie parents lacked the money to pay for hie medicine.
A one-half grain tablet of eulphadiasine three times a day
had been prescribed. The medicine was not famished by the
hospital and cost two dollars and twenty-five cents a hun¬
dred tablets.
Uo home visit was made, but worker gained from office in¬
terview with Urs. B. that J.B. lived on a farm with his mother,
father, two brothers and sister. The mother stated that it
would be difficult to pay for all of the medicine until the
fall crops were in. She stated farther that it costs from
one to two dollars each time the patient came to clinic.
Urs. B. was given one dollar and a quarter to obtain
a months stqpply. After an interview with the physician in
charge it was decided that after that sxqpply was gone the
patient cotild use sulphanilamide given free by the hospital.
At times doctors not knowing social infonsation in regard to families
often prescribe costly medicines when a cheaper one may be as effective.
Through the social workers interpretation the doctors here changed the
medicine to one that was given fhee by the hospital.
Case 9
M.S. fourteen years of age was under the sxpervision of
the Department of Public Welfare when she entered drady Hospi¬
tal for rhexanatic fever. Her mother was of subnormal intelli¬
gence end therefore the child had been placed in a foster home
by the Department. An interpretation of the child's condition
and needs was given to the Worker from the Department of Wei-
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fare by mail. Departenenb of Public Welfare worfcer then
visited foster mother and save her the results of her corres¬
pondence with drady Hospital*
Department of Ptiblic Welfare was told that M.3. needed
rest several hours a day after lunch and supper. Her activity
should be restricted and she was to have no strenous exercise*
However, foster mother was not to be too strict because the
child needed some recreation, mild activity and companionship*
It was also stated that it was important that )f*S. re¬
main in school* She should have some vocational training in
order that she might be able to enter into «sployment suitable
to her capacity*
Department of Public Welfare r^rted that foster mother
wae prepared to help M.S. get rest and recreation in her home*
The case of M.S. speaks for itself. Here the Medical Social Worker
interpreted M*S**s condition to the agency eupervising the child. There
the Medical Social Worker's Job ended and the other agency, D^artmant of
Public Welfare began supervision*
Case 10
J.P. was referred to the Social Service D^artment by
the pediatrician in charge because she would not be properly
supervised in her own home where her activity was restricted*
Woiker made a home visit and found J.P. living with her
two parents and four brothers and sisters in a five room bunga¬
low. The rooms were smell and dark. J.P. slept with another
sister*
Mother stated that she wished to cosily with the doctor's
recommendations concerning J*P., but her hands were full with
T. who was also ill with rheumatic fever* Then too, J.P*
would be bothered by the other children when they came in from
school* There wasn't enough space for J.P. to have a room to
herself and they couldn't afford to move because the father
was out of wozk*
Woiker told mother that boarding home care would be de¬
sirable xmtil J.P. would not need so much sxqpervision. The
mother accepted this fact and was referred to the Family Agency
and Child Welfare Association. Provisions were made for patient
to go to boarding home for tnoporary placement. J.P* was left
under care of Child Welfare Association*
It was evident that J.P. needed convalescent home placement* Although
a hoarding home is not neceseariljr a convalescent home it was better to
place the child there where he could get proper ex^ervieion and care, than
have him remain at home*
An analysis of the work done on these cases shows that the Social
Service Department made plans for meeting some of the needs of all the
children* The needs of the clients were met in varloxis ways throu^ use
of community resources, interpretation to parents, and through plans made
at the hospital*
In a very few cases were any plans made for recreational activities
suitable to child's limitations and the child's educational needs* Very
little attention was given to vocational guidance for the older girls and
boys and to occupational theri^y if this was needed*
CHAPTSR 7
SmiMAHT JUID COBCLUSIONS
BhexBnatic fevar is a chronic racttrrant diaaaaa occuring at any time
during childhood, attacking the Joints, nervous system, skin or heart.
When the heart beetles infected as a result of rheumatic ferer, the disease
is knoim as rheumatic heart disease.
It has been found that rheumatic disease is one of the most serious
threats to the life and health of our children. Thus the importance of
giving adequate care to these children is evident.
The role of the medical social worker in an after care program for
children suffering from rhers&atic heart disease is an important one. The
medical social worker deals not only with patients on entry to the hospital
but at discharge also. When patients are referred to the mediced social
worker it is her responsibility to determine through interviews or home
visits whether or not the family is able to follow the recommendations of
the doctor. If unable, it is the duty of the medical social worker to
make use of all available community resoxirces necessary in aiding the
patient.
Certain factors are necessary in the adequate after csire of children
suffering from rheumatic heart disease. Provisions should be made for
adequate convalescent care throu^ foster homes or convalescent homes if
the conditions in the child's own home are unfavorable. Provisions should
be made for the education and recreation of the child during convalescence.
There should be scmie means of transportation to and from clinic. If the
family is financially unable to supply medicine, diet or other physical
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needs, financial assistance shotdd be given. If the family is amotion*
ally Tinable to accept the child's illness or is intellectually limited
and unable to carry out the doctors orders then resources should be avail*
able to the parent or to the child so that his needs may be met adequately.
The after csore services given by the Social Service Department at
Grady Hospital in Atlanta, Georgia to children hospitalized for rheumatic
fever have been evaluated in ll^t of the facts mentioned above. Out of
34 cases, 2 children were removed from the hospital by their parents with-
out the consent of the doctor and one child died leaving 3I children for ~
whom the hospital had responsibility for planning for after care. Over
one*half of the children were between the ages of six and sixteen. Since
this is the school age period, the education of these children was in*
temq)ted during convalescence. Certain factors relating to the social
and economic factors of many of the cases were given in the social histories
found in the medical records of these children. In some cases no social
information was foxusd.
Large families were found living on incomes of less than two dollars
per person a week. Some of the families were living under crowded condi¬
tions with inadequate bed space for the patient. The doctors recommenda¬
tions for all of these children were given also. Medication prescribed
was largely sulphadiazine and digitalis. Neither of these medicines is
given free by Grady Hospital.
Out of the 31 children for whom it would appear that the hospital
had responsibility to know if adequate after care were available, only
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ten families were referred to the Social Service Departoient of the hospi¬
tal. These cases were referred by the pediatricians in charge.
A study of the work done by the Social Service Department showed
that in some cases the medical social worker maide use of coDmninity re¬
sources in combating undesirable convalescent facilities at home. The
medical social workers arranged for foster home care, through the (3iild
Welfare Association, for financial assistance throng the Department of
Public Welfare, getting a teacher through W.P.A., and interpretated the
child's illness to the school authorities. These were evidences of ex^
cellent cooperation between the Social Service Deparbnent and comsunity
agencies. The Social Service Dex)artment did some work alone on a few
cases such as changing the prescribed medicine where the family was not
able to purchase it and prescribing medicine that the hospital could fur¬
nish free of charge.
From information contained in the medical records it e^eeured that
many children were in need of after care services who were not referred
to the Social Service D^artment.
The following conclusions may be drawn m a result of this study.
A further study should be made using home visits to determine what
kind of care was received by the children who were not referred to the
Social Service Department. This will show.What children should have been
referred who were not referred. It will also throw light on the adequacy
of procedure for referral to the Social Sexvice Department.
Because of the in^ortance of adequate care dxiring convalescence to
the child's welfare, it would appear that all children suffering from
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rhexmatic heart disease shotdd be referred to the Social Service D^art*
meat to determine the parents' ability to give adequate care, ill caaes
where assistance siay be needed, would in this way be known.
Efforts shoTild be made to encourage the Georgia State Board of Iduca^
tion to provide educational facilities for all children, who because of
incapacity cannot attend regular school classes.
Children sufferiog from rheumatic heart disease are not included In
the Georgia program for crippled children. A plea should be made to the
Department of Public Welfare in Atlanta to include children with rhetnatle
heart disease in their crippled'children ' s program.
Uore convalescent homes should be established.
A program of occiq>atlonal therapy would be desirable.
Wore attention should be given to recreational planning.
All cases referred should be followed 'until recovery is coiiq>lete. so




Questioxuutlra Used to Obtain Data
frtm Medical Becorde of the Children
1* A^e
2. Ihsaber of Siblings
3. Income per week
Size of home
Marital Status
6« Actlrltles permitted at discharge
7« Medication
8* Special diet described
9. Patients return to clinic recommended
B
Qoestlonnaire Used In Obtaining Date from
the Becords of the Social Serwlce Departoent of Orady Hospital
1. Physical enviroiSDent of the home
2* Social envlrozunent of the home
3. Adequacy of facilities of care in the home
4. Are instructions understood by the mother?
Are Instructions understood by the child?
6. Are the parents emotionally able to carry out instructions?
7. Are the parents intellectually able to carry out instructions?
8. Was attempt made to interrupt Instruction and need of the child to
the parent?
»I0
9* Disposition of child daring the daya.C<»iplete had rest




13, Row did Ggency called in aid the hospital and the family in
Social planning for the child?
lU. Provision made for adequate convalescent facilities
a. In the child's own home
b. In convalescent homes
c. In boarding homes
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